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(ages 18 to 59) of the State in 1980.
Other significant trends include:,
• Black enrollment increased by 39
percent between 1972 and 1980.
• White enrollment increased by
more than 36 percent during the
same period.
• Native American enrollment went
up 81 percent.
• Asian enrollment went up 93 per-
cent. ___
The minority population ages 20
to 24 in New York State rose by
more than 8 I percent between 1970
and 1980. According to the report.
more than half that increase was
. the result of migration into the state
of blacks, Hispanics. and Asians,
primarily from overseas.
Sex in the Ticker'! • • • See Centerfold
Minority Enrollment Up
in New York State Schools
DSSG Budget- Approved
By College Association
COUNQL OKs NOTE TAKING SERVI<E.
Minority enrollment in New
York State colleges and universities
rose by more than seven percent
between 1972 and 1980, according
to a report by the State Board of
Regents.
Although total enrollment grew
during the period, the number of
degrees conferred on whites and
minorities alike declined by four
percent according to the report,
"primarili because of greater than
average attrition."
In 1972. minority students made
up 12.5 percent of the State'< col-
lege population. In 1980, that
figure rose to 19.8 percent, a gain
of 7.3 percent. Minorities made up
30 percent of the total population
The Baruch College Black and
Hispanic Alumni Association has
launched a campaign to gain offic-
ial sanction from college president
Joel Segall. and broaden aware-
ness of the association within the.
Baruch community.
In a press conference on October
6, Association Chairperson Joseph
Sellman called attention to what he
termed "an unyielding. discrim-
inatory position" on the part of
President Segall, one that "shows
a lack of concern and sensitivity
towards the Baruch Hispanic and
black population." The press con-
By Marcelo Triunfo improvement renovation. Its alloca- ference, held on the third floor of
tion of $7.000 is higher than the the Student Center. was attended
The Student Council of the Day S4.000 allocation made by the pre- by representatives from The Ticker
Session Student Government vious student government. Said and The Reporter. and seven Stephen Wertheimer, Baruch's
(DSSG) presented a draft of a pro- White. "Even thou.,.gh there was members of the group. Vice President for Development.
posed budget to the Bernard M. money set aside for capital improve- "When we met with President echoed that sentiment. "If any-
Baruch College Associarion on ment , it's so costly to purchase Segall, he expressed his opposition body wants to do. something for
October 14. After reviewing the anything in abundance that the to·us fonning as a separate al~tnni ". the c~Uege. there is. a ~riect o~~
-b~•. the "thhteen pm'embers of money. was nev~..- used." This ". group on the grounds that it is ?rtumty t? ~o ~ wtthm. the••exist-
the College Association involved in means that improvement and reno- discriminatory and racist:' said mg assocUl~n. ?e Sald... They
reviewing the budget unanimously vation plans were never carried out Sellman. "That is a lot of hog- s~y ~hey can. t .achlev:e their goals
·votecl-theirapprova1.· ,- lasfyeat-aIld1ie1ttoverto-thisye • '-wash. "arid a smokescreen to pre:' withi.utheel]StlDg.~meWQrkl~
- .~ most pert-therehas-been- - in addition to .plans..ro.buy.a new t -f realizing om object- how do they knew If they haven t
little change in the allocations be- conference table and chairs for the ~en us rom- . tried to do so?"rves.
tween this budget-and the budget DSSG room, and lounge furniture President Segall and the Baruch The black' and Hispanic alumni
.of the previous student govern- for the basement of 360 Park Ave- College Alumni Association have co~t~nd that t~e v~ry natu~e.of the
ment. As DSSG President Denise nue South, which White considered declined to recognize the group existmg o~~antz~tlOn prohl~)lts any
'White explained, "Where money "one of the places that needs bet- since June of last year. when Sell- ~~al partlcJP~lOn on then part.
was utilized we didn't cut the sum, ter facilities." DSSG plans to pur- man announced its formation at an Yo.u may ev~n have a .black
because it's better to have people chase a wide-screen TV so that a~ards ceremony. Segall. in a let- pre~ldent. but his or her onentat-
using the money constructively." students could watch daytime TV ter of reply to one of the group's Ion IS not towards the needs of t~e
Apparently, when White and the during their free time. Increases in p rters New York State black people. who have been dis-
. id t . h ti allocations were also found in the su po , f hi d" id S '1vrce-presi en sin er execu rv e ... "Assemblyman Edward priffith. en ranc iseu, S~1 am~e
board were engaged in drawing up areas of personnel salaries and con- said. "The Baruch College Alumni Farrell: a past presld~nt of ~Ity
the budget. they found instances tractual services under the area of Association is opposed to the est- ~oHege s Black Alumni Associat-
where they could not cut the sum. events. ablishment of a' separate. compet- IOn .. ~nd ~,member of the Baruch
but, rather, raise it. Such was the White expressed hopes that her itive, ethnically segregated. entity, c~allt1on". That ~e!son must deal
case for the allocation of capital Continued on Page 5 and I am opposed to the violation With ~?e Issues t at affect every-
of the principles of equal access body. he ~dded: .
and non-discrimination to which Farrell cit e d Issues wh ich he
Barach College is dedicated." said the existing alumni associa-
s,kgall advocates. rather. that tion "cannot address."
"bkLCk and Hispanic alumni organ- "One is student financial aid."
ize within the existing alumni said Farrell. "They're not even
associa tion and work to ach ieve thinking about that." Farrell also
their goals through the standard mentioned the need for a job data
democratic process." noting that! bank for black graduates. who he
the BCAA has elected a black said encounter unique problems in
















The School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences will inaugurate the Feit
Seminar Program. an interdiscipli-
nary program in the humanities. in
the spring of 19M. The ~mina~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.will explore the relationships of the
different humanities disciplines.
"Lots of very good colleges have
programs like this," said Feit Sem-
inar Director, Professor Myrna
Chase. "The idea is to have differ-
ent opinions. Different disciplines
give you different opinions.. It [the
seminars] can give students a dif-
ferent experience. And that's some-
thing they really need." ~-----------------------------I
In honor of his parents, Abraham
and Marie, Charles Feit, a 1944
Baruch graduate and a member -of
the Board of Directors of Interna-
tinal Weight -Watchers Incorporat-
ed, donated the start-up funds for
the program. "He (Feit) wanted
som~inget;lduring in the humani-
ttes~ata~studetrtCan remember m
.20 years." said Elizabeth Gaffney,
Assrstam.rc.the..Dean of Liberal
Arts and sciences,
The School- of---rUfe-r-aiJ\-rts is
committed to continuing the Feit
Seminars' beyond next spring, ac-
cording to Gaffney. "The adminis-
it:
tration, the President (Joel Segall),
the Dean (Martin Stevens), and the
Provost (Philip Austin) are very
enthusiastic about it." said Chase.
There will be one Feit Seminar
class section in the spring. Two
class sections are planned for next
fall. The number of sections are
due to increase to either four or five
sections by the fall of 1985.
A seminar faculty committee has
been selected to choose the most
promising topics for the seminars.
The committee members are Pro-
fessor Chase representing the His-
tory department, Professor Paula










grow and create enough wealth to payoff
existing loans. Many IMF loans have not
been paid off. In the words of Krull, head
of Gulf and Occidental Investment Co.,
Geneva, "To some extent, the debt must be
socialized among the world's countries."
Given all this, one wonders at the wisdom
of pouring capital into countries and
systems that assure no returns to capital.
None of the loans so far have been produc-
tive. In fact, many have ended in private
pockets.
. What the Third. World needs is a re-
ex_amination of its political and economic
structures. It is naive and immature to jump
to political systems that emphasize the issue
of fair distribution of wealth and resources
before they have been created. No amount
of financing can make a success of arbitrary
plans that ignore the needs and demands of
the international market. If only leaders
like Castro, Gandhi and Khomeini would
stop composing ideological aphorisms to be
drummed- on the international stage and
would pay more attention to their industrial
and agriculture sectors,· they would have·
less need of organizations like the IMF.
macists are also hard to find. As a result of
these obstacles, American doctors have
been experimenting with possible treat-
ment. In New York, a physician named Dr.
Michael Schachter has found ways of
treating PMS nutritionally. His advice for
women who suspect they have PMS:
1. Chart your symptoms. It is thought
that learning whether you have it may
ease some of the pain, pressure, and er-
ratic behavior.
2. Talk it over with those people with
whom you are close. This way, you
won't hear them say, upull yourself
together," which can be extremely dif-
ficult since PMS is a physical disorder,
not psychological.
3. Eat properly and frequently in order to
.. balance your blood sugar level, which
could also cause irritability and
headaches .
4. Exercise regularly. Aerobic exercise is
indicated sinee it releases endorphins.
These are morphine-like substances
produced by the brain, which cause a
natural "high" and can make a dif-
ference in mood.
5. CUl down on salt to reduce bloating.
'; 6. Take vitamins. especially B6, which
helps t-o combat bloating and depres-
SIOn.
7. CuI down on caffeine. Caffeine con-
tains a group of substances known as
xanthines, which encourage breast
cysts. It has been found that such
- measures will make your breasts less
tender prior to and during the menses.
8. Reduce stress.
9. Make love to release tension and
"pelvic congestion," according to Dr.
Schachter.
As a possible PMS sufferer, I have found
all of these simple coping mechanisms to be
helpful. Men need yet to understand and
s~pathizesince they have never had to ex-
perience such shifts of mood-swing caused
by hormonal imbalances.
This is not .to say that men do not get
depressed or act out of character. However,
. this probably occurs less frequently than it
does. among women. It would be nice if
both men and women would understand,
sympathize, and support each other during
such times. Furthermore, women should
not merely use PMS as an excuse for abnor-
mal behavior, and expect their mates to
understand. PMS will not go away on its
own; it's ourresponsibility as females to
help ourselves.
Perhaps men may respect women that
much more for our efforts to cope and
ultimately succeed, i,n, our lives. -. . . .
The IMF has attached certain conditions
to the loans given to Brazil, It requires the
Brazilian government to. index wages to
80010 of the inflation rate and to bring its
budget deficit from 17C1Jo to 7010. It is doubt-
ful whether Brazil can accomplish this
mammoth task, but the IMF can at least
rest assured of the effort.
The contention that it is vital for the IMF
to increase its loans to the Third World to
maintain an international economic har-
mony and to facilitate North-South relations
is a fallacy. The suggested solution is tem-
porary to a problem that is chronic. Further.
to attaeh a moral significance to these loans'
is- altruistic. If the issue were moral. the
U .S..and Western Europe would think twice
before contributing to the maintenance and
growth of political structures and economic
systems that are in direct contradiction to
their own political ideologies and beliefs.
/
The IMF cannot.regulate the economy of
every country receiving loans. As men-
tioned earlier, economic systems equipped
with heavy industries like steel, operating
below capacity and handicapped by govern-
ment bureaucracy can hardly be expected to
PMS: WODlan'S Emotionul Scourge
By Tulay Gurdemir
Women, once a month, undergo physical
and emotional changes in the form of
menstruation. For many women, their
menstrual cycles do not pose any real dif-
ficulty and, therefore, cannot be considered
a hinderance. But for others, menstruation
means a bio-chemical shift which causes un-
comfortable physical symptoms and
especially abnormal psychological
behavior. During this particular time of the
month, prior to the menses, these women
become highly emotional, erratic, and even
irrational and, therefore, misunderstood.
These women are suffering from Pre-
menstrual Syndrome (PMS).
PMS~ until recently, has been looked
upon as a mild annoyance. About 5 to 10
percent of the female population in their
reproductive years suffer from PMS and
find it difficult to function normally prior
to their menses. Some women lose control
and even the simplest routine becomes an
unbearable task; they are often viewed as
unstable, but perhaps PMS can be at-
tributed to these symptoms.
The symptoms of PMS include depres-
sion, sudden flareup of allergies, sudden
outbursts of uncontrollable crying and
general apathy. These symptoms usually
appear just prior to the menses and in some
cases continue for the 2-3 weeks between
ovulation and menses.
The causes of PMS are still a mystery,
but there are many theories. For example, it
is the opinion of some researchers that the
cause is an imbalance of estrogen and pro-
gesterone during the latter half of the
menstrual cycle. Another opinion is that
"for women who produce great amounts of
estrogen, progesterone, and other
chemicals during one phase of the cycle, the
drop in this hormone production during the
menses is so precipitous that it is similar to
narcotic withdrawal (Sarah Hayes -
PMS; One Woman's Nightmare." an arti-
cle in an issue of Cosmopolitan). While the
exact cause remains to be found, statistics
show that among women, ttrere is an in-
crease in suicides, hospital admissions, acci-
dents and a lowering in academic perfor-
mance, during the days prior to the menses.
Finally, PMS itself is sporadic in its attacks;
for example, a woman may suffer from it in
her. twenties, experience a lapse for a few
years, and have a recurrence of the syn-
drome in her late thirties.
Dr. Katharina Dalton, a PMS sufferer
herself, has been treating women in
England with progesterone in suppository
form for the past 30 years. However, in the
U.S., progesterone in suppository form is
difficult to obtain, since it has not yet been
approved by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration for the treatment of PMS.
Some pharmacists will comply, if pre-
scribed by a physician, but such phar-
-
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spread their reserves in any direction.
Those safe bets have turned into financial
disasters. bringing some of the banks to the
verge of bankruptcy. Many of the
sovereign states have defaulted, forcing
banks to write off loans as bad debts.
Others are too far extended to withdraw
now and must issue new loans that will sup-
posedly enable the debtors to grow by cut-
ting imports and increasing exports. To.
help banks create these loans, Congress
finally passed a bill to give the IMF an ad-
ditional $8.4 billion promised last
February. .
The vital question that arises is, "Must
the government compensate- -for the
mistakes of private organizations?" In a
free market, any organization unable to
profitably manage its resources cannot sur-
vive. When government pumps these banks
with federal dollars, it creates an artificial
balance in the economy which must sooner
or later be disrupted, since an increase in
private bank reserves ispossible only by an
increase in the federal deficit.
Secondly, American and West European
governments, the IMF and the commercial
banks extend loans to developing nations
with the assumption that additional transfer
of capital will generate economic growth
enabling these nations to repay in the near
future.
However, most of the Third World na-
tions on the IMF list follow socialist pat-
terns of economy characterized by long
term planning, and complete government
control in their heavy and basic ·industries
which form the major part ot the industrial
framework of these nations. The history of
the last 45 years does not give us a single ex-
ample of a successful socialist economy.
South Korea, Japan and Hong Kong, the
most progressive of the past two decades,
have operated under free capitalist
economies with a healthy balance between
management and labor.
....... -~ '. -: ..
-',
'~s 'The Black Stallion', his first feature, showed, Carroll
Ballard is a filmmaker of ravishing 121ent. Now comes 'Never
Cry Wolf', which reconfirms what may be his rarest gift: the
capacity to evoke a sense of wonder. There are sequences in
this movie that make your jaw drop open out of genuine
amazement. To put it simply, he shows you sights you've
never seen before." -David Ansen, :'Il~sWttk
"When Nixon separated
gold and dollars, banks got
carte blanche on loans."
An extension of the principles of local
banking to the international field brought
the International Monetary Fund into ex-
istence. The idle resources of one nation
could be utilized by another instead of be-
ing withdrawn from circulation. Thus, one
could make good usesof resources without
losing liquidity.
The system worked well so long as the
U.S. economy boomed. There was a
worldwide insatiable demand for dollars
and Washington provided them through the
Marshall Aid and other programs. In 1958,
the federal government had its first deficit
and. the econ~my was crippled by the ex-
cessive regulation of the sixties. The dollar
became an expatriate currency growing out-
side national supervision with London
becoming the center of what soon came to
be known as Eurodollars. Commercial .
banks began to play the role of govern-
ments, giving huge loans to sovereign third
world countries. In 1967, commercial banks
By Aprajita Sikri
The IMF: Bailing Out Socialism
accounted for 13 percent of external public
debt; in 1975 they crossed the 50 percent
mark. Richard Fry wrote in his book called
A Bankers World-"It increased the
volatile nature of money, stacked up credit
in multiple borrowings, thus creating
dollars which did not exist."
The 1972-73 oil crisis saw colossal
amounts of 'capital flowing into Arab cof-
fers. The money put back in American
banks as "petro-dollars" was recycled as
new loans to the developing nations who
were considered safe investments for excess
capital-on hand. When Nixon cut the link .
betweeen gold and currency in 1973. com-





There IS one word students
loathe ... requirements! The need
for requirements is understandable.
They form the foundation upon
which to solidify one's academic
aspirations. However, if an in-
dividual already has. fulfilled cer-
tain requirements through life or
academic experience, then those re-
quirements should be waived.
Here at Baruch this is not the
case. This college has entered into
an accreditation agreement with the
A.A.C.B.S., American Association
of Collegiate Business Schools.
This agreement calls for all students
in the Business School to take ENG
2100 & 2150, SPE 1010, STA 1357
and many other courses. The
burden of taking courses which
could have been waived often
delays one's graduation by six to
twelve months. This delay results
in a minimum financial loss of
$7000. ($800-tuition and books and
$6200 minimum entry-level
salary.)
This injustice to students is-easy
enough to reverse. The first step
might be for students to petition the
A.A.C.B.S., to relax their overly
stringent and inflexible guidelines.
It is to Baruch's credit that it is a
member of such a fine organization
as the A.A.C.B.S., but it is entirelv
tragic if the students will bow
towards unquestioned authority in
order to satisfy accreditation needs.
Peter Gubin
WANTED
Thanks to our previous call for driven , obsessive
people who want to make the most of their Baruch
career, several of the positions previously open on
this paper have been filled. Since we're a growth in-
dustry, there's still plenty of room in the most ex-
citing extracurricular activity on our beloved non-
campus. If any of the jobs described below appeal
to the go-getter in you, please visit us in Room 307
of the Student Center or call us at 725-7620/2.
TYPIST-Type handwritten or heavily corrected
drafts to be sent to the printer.
PROOFREADERS-Find mistakes in galleys and
final boards. Meticulous detail work.
Liberal?
ARTIST-Layout copy and photographs. Draw il-
lustrations, political cartoons and comic strips.
WRITERS-Express-Yourself. Get your name In
print. Find out how meaningful writing can be
when you communicate to other students, faculty
and administration.
NEWS: Deal with faculty and administration in a
businesslike situation. FEATURES: Explore thetex-
tures and colors of college life. ARTS: Respond to
the cultural riches of the city. OP-ED: Argue your
heart out. SPORTS: Follow the action. Analyze the
results.
To the editor.
In reference to Edmund. Unne-
land's 10/11/83 article entitled
.. Liberalism corrupted." it is app-
arent that Mr. Unneland has been
having lunch with Phyllis Schlafly
lately. The' two of you do not know
what it is to suffer under this sys-
tem in its present -forrn. It is easy
to walk around in pinstripe suits
and Flor sheim shoes and state
. that' 'it is the fault of anyone who
is poor, that he/she is poor. Our
wonderful system could never
make a mistake and allow poverty.
injustice and sorrow." I''rn sure
you spent many long hours looking
up the roots of the word Liberal
but your efforts were pointless in
the end. A Liberal is simply a per-
son who wants to effect change
within the system he/she lives in.
A Liberal does not want to over-
throw the system as a radical. Nor
does he want to keep the system
as an inefficient and unfair system
to live in. The Liberal loves our
country and out of that love wants
to change things that are wrong or
unfair. All the great figures in his-
tory have made their names in
changing things. Is Ralph Nader a
socialist? Napoleon or Lincoln?
There are no conservatives in his-
tory. Mr. Unneland. and if you
want to be remembered for anv-
thing that is worthwhile in this
world. I suggest you stop eating
steak. pay your own bills and ac-














































Kerine Chang. Denyse Straiges
Richard Akuette}'
Huynh Minh Chau
Nicky Akinola. Yasmine Asirif],
Michael Harrison Mitchell Mirkin
Typist - Emit-Young Pace. Shashs Vanterpool
Office Manager Deborah Davis. Elisa Tom
Editorial Intern JO~'ce Reid
The Ticker is published seven times-a semester. All work wi'ih "~l" ex-
ception of typesetting and printin~ is by B~~~h or CllN\ BA
students. We welcome all contributions and crincism that are typed
and si~ned. We are located in Room 307 of the Student Center. ?~r
mailin~ address is Box 377. 137 East 22nd Street. New York N.\.
10010. (212) 725-7620.
Printin in J.~ Kim PridilnR ('o .• Inc.' '4b'W~' 22nd Strftl,'It .
Fee Increase:Yes~hut.
-
The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences has reported that James Baldwin is scheduled




In view of the financial situation at the Student Center (Ticker, Sept. 27), it is clear that
some action must be taken to insure its continued operation. Since it has been running at a
deficit, the Student Center has had to draw upon past surpluses in order to stay in business.
Come next fall, the surplus will be exhausted. .
There are two alternatives; cut back -on the already insufficient services provided by the
center, or increase its revenue through the student fee. Since services have already been cut to
st
the bone, the first alternative will have a severe impact on the quality of student life. At pre-
sent, a group of students are circulating a petition proposing an increase in that part-of the
day-session student. fee earmarked for the Student Center. If the petition is signed by one-
tenth of the day session students, then the matter will be voted upon by that student body in
a referendum, and th~ fee will be increased if a majority of those voting approve the in-
crease. ...
Currently, full-time day session students pay $25.50 per semester in student fees. of this
amount, $11 goes to the Student Center. The proposal would increase this part of the- fee by
$8.50 per semester, a 77C1Jo increase of the Student Center fee.
With such a drastic increase in the Student Center fee, steps must be taken to insure that it
will be used to operate the center and for capital improvements, as has been promised by the
proponents of the fee increase. We would have serious reservations against endorsing this in-
crease unless the resolution enacting the increase specifically earmarks part of the fee for
capital expenditures on the Student Center.
"Man's attitude towards sex is a reflection of his self-conception. In pre-historic time, sex
was an animalistic function for survival - like hunting and gathering. In the Middle Ages,
marriage and sex were part of man's religious duties towards the church and community -
perpetuating the flock of the Lord Shepherd. Renaissance art, beatified sex and the human
body; painted, sculpted and drarnatised man in god-like glory.
The Victorians. seeking to humble the over-sized Renaissance Man, put sex into the closet.
•
The youth of the sixties, recognizing the individual only in his role in the community, put it
back on 'display - to be shared by everyone and anyone. The man of the eighties stopped
thinking and programmed sex into the routine data of his life.
Animal, Man, God, Machine ... The Revolution will not stop until we cease to be. What
we must cease being is programmed machines performing mechanical acts.
Sex is interaction, love, conflict, communion, consurnation: it is not self-gratification,
consumption, narcissism, ego-satisfaction, and least of all, dextrous mechanism ..... It is a
means to the happiness and fulfillment that cannot be bought in the consumer market or
picked up in singles bars; because the happiness comes from having physically shared with
another all the emotions and feelings that give meaning and sanctity to human life, This is- - - -
t he essence of man's humanity which no revolution can change.
"
.. . . ...
JohnDJMayo
it as a security blanket when com-
munications with the CUNY center
or the main computer fails. They
can also be used in inductory
courses to i n t cod uce students to
co'tnputers. -
When asked to comment upon
the perpetual technical problems
students face at the center, DiMayo
said, "The complaints. though
legitimate. do not reflect the data-
plan. Baruch is connected to CUNY
which has its own problems. We
hope to upgrade the processor, but
everything has to be approved by
the Vice-Chancellor's office. It is
very difficult to get quick results
given the CUNY constraints.
"The more services we provide.
the J'!lore students keep coming in.
There are about 7.000 accounts at
the Baruch ECC and some of them
have multiple uses. There is an
increase of about 1.500 students
per semester..So this -turns into a
Malthusian problem. However. the
commitment on our part is there.





John DiMayo, newly appointed
director of the Education Comput-
ing Center (ECC) plans to give the
center a complete facelift by J anu-
ary 1984.
Thirty-two terminals, four full
screens. two high speed printers,
and two remote printers have been
ordered. A satellite center contain-
ing terminals hooked to the main
computer will be opened in the 18th
Street building. It will be equipped
with sixteen terminals and a remote
printer. The 24th Street computer
center will be turned into a micro
lab with IBM personal computers.
A full-time electronic engineer will
start working on October 24.
All the hardware, which will cost
about $200.000, has been approved
and sanctioned. The Provost. who
is very much behind the' computer
center. has been very cooperative
in approving the equipment and
personnel said DiMayo. Continuing
Education students will have a sep-
arate center to receive printouts on
the main floor of the 26th Street
Building.
Dimayo will try to eliminate all
key-punch machinery by June 1984.
"The problem is that too many
adjunct faculty members are in
favor of key-punch." he said. Di-
Mayo spoke to Lloyd Rosenberg.
Chairperson of Statistics and Com-
puter Information Department, and
Dean of Business Connelly about
the removal of the key-punch ma-
chines. According to DiMayo. al-
though key-punching is obsolete in
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dent council pressed Lantiere with poor listening skills of the average
a variety of questions ranging from student. After the direct question-
the enforcement of attendance in in g , the members of the student
classes where notes would be taken.. council voted to give their approval
to the acceptability of any note- to the plan.
taking service given the generally
r/"
attend free Conviser-Miller "Early Bird" lectures' before graduation.
borrow tapes from our exclusive Tape Library, for additional at-home study at your .convenience.
Although our course is the fastest-growing CPA Review in the country, many people still have not heard of it.
They haven't seen our subject summaries, which are unbelievably clear in teaching you what you need to know to
pass the Exam. They haven't heard our instructors, who are experts on the Exam and on the art of teaching.
and, of course, our unique free repeat guarantee.
get your study materials now to use during college. You can exchange them for up-to-date summaries when
you begin your Review.
attend classes
401 SEVENTH AVENUE, SUITE 62 • NEW YORK. NY 10001 • (212) 695-2439
Before I describe all the benefits of this never-to-be-repeated offer, let me tell you why we are offering this special
saVIngs. J
We want to give you a chance to find out about the Conviser-Miller CPA Review. So, we are offering the first
twenty students who sign up from Baruch a savings of over one-third off the full course price. Sign up now and
you'll do more than just save $300. You'll also get all the services only Conviser-Miller offers, like these:
If you have any questions" or if you want to catch part of a free lecture, speak to one of our student represen-
tatives, or call me here in our New York offices.
To lock in your discount, you only need to put down $50. If you want to receive your books right away, send just
$150. The balance of your tuition isn't due until you are ready to begin your Review.
We still have a few openings for student representatives at Baruch. If you"re interested in earning a free





The first 20 students from Baruch who enroll in the Conviser-Miller CPA Review for the November, 1984 CPA
Examination will save $300 off the full course price of $895:
October 25, 1983
Continuedfrom Page 1
budget would have a significant
affect. on the students at Baruch.
"Hopefully, we can touch base with
something that is important to each
individual student." Her previous-
ly mentioned plans indicate an in-
tention to make life for Baruch stu-
dednts a little more bearable. "We
have a campus affairs budget so
that the campus affairs committee
can hold events for the Bannch com-
munity to attend." Citing An exam-
ple, she added, "On numerous oc-
casions the campus affairs commit-
tee or DSSG has held bi-monthly
brunches where food and beverages
are given for students to enjoy."
White also expressed a desire to ..
maintain some kind of positive rela-
tionship with the College Associa-
tion. When asked about her expec-
tations of the College Association
acceptingher proposed budget, she
replied, "I would hope that the Day
Session Student Government's
ideas are appreciated by the Col-
lege Association. We would hope to
develop a rapport with the adminis-
tration, and that they would find
our ideas constructive."
The highlight of the Day Session
Student Council meeting of October
14 was provided by Sal Lantiere
and Stewart Elkin of the College
Association. who came before the
council to ask for approval to start a
pilot program for a student note-
taking service. Their main reasons
for. starting such a program were
that the system could be a means
for raising funds. and that students
would have access to a standard set
of information to help them in their
studies. The members of the stu-
.Octeber 25, 1983
::;:r::.:::.. .... "...,)~:i:~:~.
Now's the time to think about
your colJege ring. Not just any
ring-a 14K Gold Coflege Ring from
ArtCarved. The karat gold jewelry
that's designed and handcrafted for
lasting value.
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
College Ring is more affordable than you
think. Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save $25. This offer is for a limited time
only, so come in and see all the great
ArtCarved styles with the custom options
that can let you have the ring of your
choice, the way you want it. So graduate
in style. Graduate to gold!
$20 desposit





4-7 at 26 St. Cafeteria
November 7,8.9
Oil 14K gold College Rings.
10-3 at 23rd St.
c 1983 ArtCarved Class Rlnqs. Irc
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ligation. That is probably the high-
est level of accountability in educ-
ation that you can get."
Best Sellers
The best-selling book on college
campuses from coast to coast is
In Search of Excellence: Lessons
From America's Best-Run Compa-
nies. accord~Chronicle of
Higher Education.
As reported in the Wall Street
Journal. the Chronicle states the
business-oriented books are start-
ing to sell well among college stu-
dents who "are being much more
pragmatic and are worrying about
their own careers," says Edith
Uunila , who compiles the Chroni-
de's weekly rat~ngs.
According to Barbara Meltzer, a
purchaser at Wichita State Univer-
sity, the business trend is a dramat-
ic shift from the 1960' s when
"-
"anthropology was a real biggie."
along with philosophy and psychol-
ogy.
Excellence is available in most









Brown Mackie College in Salina
Kansas, a 91-year-old business
school. offers its students 'a money
back guarantee. If graduates do
not find a job within 120 days. the
school will refund their tuition.
Brown Mackie doesn't expect too
many problems with the policy -
last year 97.9 percent of its grad-
uates found jobs. Earl Edwards.
dean of instruction, said, .. We
know our students will be satisfied
customers and will refund what
they paid if we don'f meet our ob-
11th. Floor, 360 PAS
\
\\
Where do we go from Here?"
Black & Hispanic Alumni Assoc.
teachers with areas of expertise
which they never get to teach in a
1000 level course."
"There is a lot of volunteer en-
thusiasm because we want to make
it a success. McDermott, who
does not currently teach a course
because of his responsibilities as
Assistant Provost is donating' his
time, said Chase, who for the
spring will forsake her right as pro-
gram director to be released from
teaching one three-hour course per
semester.
Earle views the opportunity to
teach the spring seminar as "a lux-
ury and a privilege. As long as
they let me, I'd like to do it. It
could become a competitive thing,"
said Earle. <;
Continuedfrom Page I Sellman said he does not oppose
the job market. the idea of cooperating with
Both- Farrell and Sellman point- BCAA, but contends his group
ed to other colleges that have sep- must first establish itself indepen-
arate alumni associations. such as dently to nurture black participat-
Harvard University. SyracuseUni- ion.' 'What I foresee is getting the
versity, Brooklyn College, and City involvement of the black alumni,"
College. where there exists, he said, .. and then at a point in
according to Farrell. "the largest· time getting everyone to work to-
and .strongesj black alumni assoc- gether. "
iation in Am~rica." Sellman announced plans to step
Wertheimer, however, doubts up efforts toward that end. Several
the workability of two separate politicians have already expressed
alumni associations at Baruch. support fer the group, among
"With two groups vying for simi- them State Human Rights Com-
lar objectives. there might be a missioner Carl McCall, Assembly-
thinning out effect. There won't be man Herman D. Farrell. chairman
enough resources to go around, of the Democratic party in Man-
and we'll end up with nobody hattan, and Assemblyman Griffith.
accomplishing anything." Sellman expects further publicity
According to Wertheimer, Seg- to add to the group's "coalition of
all is . ,perfectly willing' . to talk
with the black and Hispanic group support .. ,
about working together within the "We will have a black and His-
existing framework to achieve' panic alumni association .orie way
their objectives. "But," said or another," said Sel.lman..• ~t
Wertheimer. Uit seems Mr. SeIJ- would behoove the president to SIt
man.only wants to ·talk onthesub- down and negotiate with our
ject of their recognition per se." group.••
The Police Department has in-
formed Henry McLaughlin, Direc-
tor of Security, that an armed
assailant has been sighted in our
area. His approach is to inquire
about an individual's interest in a
career in modeling. TV, whatever.
His description: exceptionally well
dressed. average height, dark com-
plexion black male with wavy
r----------------""---------------~permed hair style.
If you see or have seen this per-
son. call the Baruch Security office
at extension 3010.
CAROL BELLAMY,
New York City Council President
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOCIETY
spring to celebrate the program and
to call attention to the creative and
scholarly achievements of the
seminar students. Music, films, lec-
tures, and performances may be in-
cluded in the-festivals. Cash prizes
will -be awarded to the seminar
students with the best essays and
the best creative projects. The
festival will be "an intellectual ex-
change," according to Chase. "A
festival can include a much larger
part of the Baruch community,"
she added.
The seminars will take place in an
as yet unannounced Feit Seminar
room. "This is a commuter school.
We're dragged in and out. So, a
room is a nicety," said Earle.
Plans call for the room to serve
as a meeting-place, study/resource
center, and lounge for the students
and the faculty of the prpgram. The
room also will eventually house a
modest Feit Seminar library.
The seminar room may not be
ready by spring. "Getting a room is
difficult. We're so overcrowded in
the school," said Chase. "People
really get concerned about things
like rooms. It's not something that
bothers me. The conditions can be
bad, but If the student is good, you
just enjoy him even if you're out on
the roof."
In Action "on Club Fair Day
The program will consist of three
credit 3000 level courses limited to
juniors and seniors. Other pre-
requisites include English 2150, a
course in each of the two disciplines
composing 'the particular seminar
(history and philosophy for the spr-
ing), and an interview with a
seminar teacher or the program
director. "The faculty will not let
anyone into the class that can't do
the work," said Chase. "I'd like to
see anyone who's interested right
away." she added.
The Feit Seminars "could do.
something for facuky HlOfaJe,," ee-
cording to Chase. UThere are
Globus LQJJft.g~~.:.....
_.
"New York in the 80's:
November 3. Club hours.
Seminar
Continued.from Page 1
Berggren from the English depart-
ment, Professor Lea Bleyman from
Natural Sciences, Assistant Profes-
,sor Michael Plekon from Sociology
. and Anthropology, Assistant Pro-
fes sor Andrew Tomasello from
Music. Professor McDermott from
Philosophy. and Assistant Dean'
Gaffney. The inaugural seminar
will center around autobiographical
writing by some of the great figures
of the last two centuries. "Peo-
pie' s ideas of themselves shape
what they are," said Assistant Pro-
fessor William Earle who will be
one of the instructors for the spring
seminar. Ghandi, Rousseau, and
James Joyce are among the persons
to be covered in the seminar.
The seminar will be approached
from the viewpoints of the
disciplines of history and
philosophy. This seminar, like pre-
vious Feit Seminars. will be team-
taught. The first seminar will be
unique in that it will be team-taught
by three instructors instead of the
two planned for future seminars.
Earle and McDermott will ap-
proach the seminar from a
philosphical viewpoint and Chase
will give the course a historical
perspective.
Class sections will be limited to
between 15 to 20 students for the
seminars. "A small number of
students means that we can get to
know them better," said Earle.
There will also be informal
meetings outside of class between
students and instructors.
Guest speakers, performances,
and field trips may be planned for
the spring. Special events will be
definitely scheduled by the fall of
1984 when money will be set aside
for that purpose.
Beginning. in 1985" a. .Fcit-






















-Time: 1:30 P.M. to 2:30 P.M.
Location: 'Globus Lounge - 17th floor.
360 Park Avenue South
The lecture will be held on Thursday
October 27, 1983,
Students will be seated on a first come first serve basis.
The Student Government of Baruch College
is proud to present:
Distinguished Obstetrician and Gynecologist who
will lecture on Family Planning, followed by a
Frank in-depth student question and answer period
on all subjects of special interest to you.
•
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Africans migrating to Haiti carried the
virus, and the chain continued to the United
. States by way of Haitian political refugees.
However, until conclusive results of present
studies are made, the Haitian Connection lis
only a theory. I
Comfas refuted the allegation that
A.I.D.S. originated in Haiti, noting th
t
l t
12% of the female population there h s
already been infected. "I believe more w II
be infected as time goes on." he sai4.
"Twelve cases have been reported in Brazil,
and ten of those infected used to live in Ne~
York. tt , I
determination of obscenity must be made
on the basis of the entire book, and not
from isolated passages. This decision led to
a number of years of judicial confusion the
Supreme.Court attempted to rectify in Roth
v, United States (1957). ,
The Supreme Court decided that a new
test for obscenity was-needed, since Hicklin
was thought hopelessly outdated. The court
substituted the following for the decision of
Lord Cockburn. A material is obscene if " .
.. to the average person, applying con-
temporary community standards, the domi-
nant theme of the material taken as a whole
appeals to prurient interest." In a later
decision, an additional requirement wa§\
placed upon prosecutors of such works; the
work had to be "utterly without redeeming
social importance." This case did little to
dispel confusion since judges now had to
determine the definition of "average per-
son," "contemporary community stan-
dards, '.1 and 'I redeeming social
importance." The confusion of the
Supreme Court itself was evidenced by the
spectacle of seven different justices writing
foutteen different opinions in only three
cases on the application of Roth. It was
noted in the Bretheren, a book on the
Supreme Court by Bob Woodward and
Scott' 'Armstrong, .jhat for a time the
justices privately..d'cided to declare obscene
whatever five justices thought obscene.
This process of ad hoc law-making ended
with Miller v. California (1973), in which
the co~rt ~aid "In sum we . . . h<ijd that
obscenity IS to be determined by applying
community standards." Ina subtle way,
the court seemed. to acknowledge the in-
fluence of the trends of the sixties and
seventies on the judicialoutlook in obsceni-
ty cases. "One can concede that the 'sexual
revolution' of recent years may have had
useful byproducts in striking layers of
prudery from a subject long irrationally
kept from needed ventilation. But it does
not follow that no regulation of patently of-
fensive "hard-core" materials is need-
d "e ... ,
in back, there is a garden
containing all plants biblical
carefutty blooming
despite uptown concrete
and foul gray air
I'd like to touch you
but to break commandments now
seems as strange
and sacreligious
as the rat that races across our pa(h-'.
.a hundred and some odd years later
the stones are still .
being cut, being set
while unfinished towers
host unfinished souls
as we leave the garden
,
By Lisa R. Rhodes .;:;; :t
A. I. D. S..
The Haitian Con
By Edmund Unneland
In the cases concerning this issue, the
common frame of reference in American
courts has been that the First Amendment
does not protect obscene speech from pro-
hibition; therefore, the major question is
the definition of the word obscene. In the
changing definitions of obscenity, one may
see the changing societal influences mir-
rored.
In 1868, Britain's Court of the Queens'
Bench issued an opinion in the case of
Regina v. Hicklin. Lord Chief Justice
Cockburn wrote that a publication was
obscene if it "(tended) to deprave and cor-
rrupt those whose minds are open to such
immoral influences, and into whose hands a
publication of this sort way fall:' In ex-
amining the work, Lord Cockburn stated
" ... it is quite certain that it would suggest
to the minds of the young of either sex, or
even to persons of more advanced age,
thoughts of a most impure and libidinous
character. "
The first comprehensive federal legisla-
tion on this matter was popularly called the
"Comstock Act," due to the part played by
anti-obscenity crusader Anthony Comstock
in its passagc.Tt prohibited the mailing of
"obscene" material. The word was defined
in the United States in the same way as did
the Court of the Queen's Bench. There
were some embarrassments over this test.
Works were being found obscene since
passages taken out of context were found to
create "impure" thoughts in the minds of
readers, and also due to "the possibility of
their being placed in the hands of children.
Some judges spoke against what they saw
as the antiquity of Regina v, Hicklin. Judge
Learned Hand said in United States v. Ken-
nerly " ... it hardly seems likely that w~ are
... content to reduce our treatment of sex
to the standard of a child's library in the
supposed interest of a salacious few.... "
The first overt break with Hicklin was the
opinion of Judge Woolsey in the case of







tion can only be determined by one's in-
dividual experiences. Both men and women
have come to approach personal relation-
ships with a heightened appreciation for its
emotional risks. Within the bounds of these
risks lues the realization in the distinction
between sex and love. The sexual revolution'
has made it possible to value sex purely for ]. ..'
its pleasurable fulfillment. In some. in- ..-------------------------....----..
stances, this brings little hope of maintain-
ing a permanent relationship.
Effective contraceptives, legalized abor-
tion, and diminished emotional com-
mitments, have weakened the links that
once tied sex to love. People have become
more promiscuous, and are in constant pur-
suit of a "good time." Some are (I) never
satisfied; (2) in a frantic search for the
"right person"; (3) self-involved; or (4) in-
volved with Herman, Dave, and Tom, or
Mary, Sally, and Jane. Let us not forget
about those who are constantly hurt, those
who have a meaningful relationship, and
those who lead,private intimate lives.
The sexual revolution has also widened
the doors of homosexuality, sexual de-
viance, and the ideal of self-gratification.
AIl this, a result of decreasing morals, has
caused some to view sex asa narcissistic act.
What is to be realized, sexmil revolution
or not, is that sex is to be enjoyed by two
consenting individuals. It should be
something that is void of anxiety, pressure,
and discomfort.
The abolition of sexual tension is far
from realized. The point is to live with one
anot her more gracefully, despite this
revolution, against life's dwindling
variable: love.
think sex is dirty. There is a great deal of
cultural pressure. One needn't talk so much
about it, if one is comfortable about
something," said Locke. Americans are
very insecure and thus very narcissistic
towards sex, an attitude manifested in
American advertising.
In Freudian terms, Americans have a
phallic as opposed to the genital jattitude
towards sex. (When one focuses on a love
object outside oneself for self-fulfillment it
is called the genital stage. The phallic quali-
ty emphasizes self-stimulation and self-
gratification as the ultimate goal of a sexual
act; it is the less mature form of sex.) The
body narcissism stemming from this phallic




By Joseph C. Fagan
The "sexual revolution" that American
society is still experiencing has not only
resulted in more liberal sexual attitudes and
behavior, but increased open discussion of
that subject.
Individuals now enter personal relation-
ships with little emotional content. there
has been a decline in the expectation to rear
children, and the marriage contract ha~ lost
its binding character and longevity." Per-
sonal relationships are constantly crumbl-
ing under the emotional weight with which
they are burdened. Chivalry is near death. ,
and there are continuous battles between
the sexes.
Mention must be given to the effects of
the liberated woman, feminism, and the
unrestricted social roles. Men and women
find it more difficult than before to con-
front each other' as friends and lovers, let
alone as equals.
One can easily recognize the particular
characteristics of the sexual revolution.
Formerly, men complained about women's'
,lack of sexual response; now they find this
response intimidating and agonize about
their capacity to satisfy their partnerfs), In
some cases, a mere friendly verbal
acknowledgement of a woman's ap-
pearance is taken as a sexist, rude, and of-
fensive remark. Recent developments have
introduced a new source of tension; the
modern woman's increasingly insistent de-
mand for total sexual fulfillment. Sexual
performance then becomes another weapon
in the war between men and women,
Have there been any benefits from the
sexual revolution? The answer to this ques-
lifestyles excluding children can be seen as
part of the evolutionary adjustment to the
environment. " Earlier, epidemics and
natural disasters reduced the population
and restored the balance between the
human species and available resources.
Modern medicine and science have
usurped that balance. It is being restored by
a voluntary decrease in the birthrate. The
only problem is that it is the more privileged
and educated classes that are refraining
from reproduction, which brings up the
multifold problem of education and uplift
of general living standards in the near
future.
The sexual revolution in Europe,
however, has been far more successful.
"We Americans, in our heart of hearts still
The post war traditional role of
the mother was the thesis. the extreme
radicalism of the sixties was the antithesis
that logically culminated into the synthesis
of the eighties-a synthesis devoid of the
anarchism of sixties and the Victorian con-
servatism of the forties.
This synthesis has enveloped a vast
dichotomy in existing'attitudes towards sex
and marriage. While there is a noticeable
return to nuclear families on the one hand,
many are opting for lifestyles that exclude
children-a reflection of the growing
cynicism toward the future. This skepticism
also accounts for the increasing number of
homosexuals.
"There is no one explanation to any
trend or issue," said Locke, "but the in-
creasing number of homosexuals and
Evolution of tile revolution.
There is both good and bad news for pro-
spective couples at Baruch. More people are
looking for some type of commitment,
possibly marriage. The bad news is the
divorce rate: still two out of three.
This 'new-found conservatism was
observed by Prof. Constance Ayers Denne
in the students taking "Sex: Romanticism
and Realism," a literature class: Denne saw
many similarities between her students.
over the last five years, and a survey recent-
ly published, "American Couples" by Dr.
Philip Blumstein and Dr. Pepper.Schwartz.
Denne blamed this change in values on
three things; the herpes and A.I.D.S.
epidemics frightening people from casual
sex, a supersaturation of sex in the media,
and the simple fact that people "have
already gone through that stage." Another
important factor cited by both Denne and
the survey is economics. More women are
becoming economically self sufficient and
according to the survey earnings were
found to largely determine the balance of
power in relationships. "I'm not going to
let my wife work," was a statement often
heard from male members of the class in the
past, said Denne. Today many men look
forward to a dual income.
In the course, English 1020, literature
Sexual Romanticism
May', If you plnse ?
By Aprajita Sikri
ByJoe Spasiano
The Sexual Revolution has to be seen in a
large social context, as part of a transition
in the values and beliefs of a society, said
Professor Susan Locke of the Psychology
Department. The 1960's was an era of in-
tense class struggle, of a total disbelief in
the validity of the past. In the abundance of
wealth and resources sprung a generation of
youth that turned radically against the smug
content and middle class values of the
previous generation. A radical change re-
quired great unity and strength, which
brought community spirit in the youth of
the sixties and early seventies. The Sexual
Revolution was one manifestation of this
unified radicalism against the conservatism
of the past. According to Locke, this
generation, in the process, developed a
phobia against the commitments and re-
sponsibilities of individual relationships.
Uninhibited and non-commital relation-
ships' enhanced the community feeling and
gave expression to the desire of anarchic
freedom. Sex, like everything else, was to
be shared and enjoyed with the "universal
brotherhood. "
The late seventies and early eighties
brought economic hardships (created j,by
shrinking resources and worldwide infla-
tion) and the threat of nuclear war. The job
security and home stability that had left the
previous generation free to dabble in
socialistic experiments vanished.
Loneliness, anxiety and fear came naturally
to a generation brought pp in broken homes
against a back-drop of economic hardships
and political turmoil. This brought a
dramatic shift back to nuclear families and
stable relationships. 1982 had a record low
figure in divorces and a high rate of mar-
riages-a trend that may be seen as a reac-
tion against the insecurity and instability of
. the present age"
"From a Hegelian viewpoint, tt said Locke,
"any revolution can be divided into three
stages-thesis, antithesis and synthesis."


































The gallery's specialization will
be contemporary art shoY'~ in a
variety of media. Artists selected
by the committee members will be
fairly established. Ms. Crum hopes
to "make students aware of the
diversity of modern art a diversity
that we are unable to cover in the
art survey courses," by exploring,
"major and minor trends," in the
exhibitions.
Ms. Crum emphasized that
students interested in displaying
their works should consider the
24th Street lobby for their exhibi-
tions. Those who are artistically in-
clined must submit their ideas, or
proposed themes,' to the Gallery
Committee, Box 281. Students are
responsible for the displayal of
their work, and must cover costs
for shipping and exhibiting,
Though there are no real
guidelines as to submissions, Crum
advised that student works should
have "some theme, some rhyme, or
reason," behind them.
'. -..... -_ ....
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EUIDgtqa: America's most brilliant jazz composer.
reveres the Duke. •;He was my sound.)
idol." he confesses. Hinton fol- Hinton's fellowship, ,the Yale
lowed Ellington and-his band when University Fellowship, began in
they came to his home city. Chica- 1970. It awards fifty living musi-
go, and played the black clubs in cians annually with positions,
the late 20's and early JO's. "He bronze medallions/his is dated
was my inspiration:" While Hin- October 7, 1972) ana stature. The
ton's piano-teacher mother wished fe llows hips have been awarded
for him to become a violinist, Hin- thus far to Paul Robeson, Eubie
ton saw Ellington's band anddecid- Blake. bassists "Slam" Stewart,
ed that he too had to b,e a jazz Ray Brown, Charles Mingus, Hin-
musician. Hinton, a bass player. ton, _and George Duvivier.
performed at the White House gala . Hinton who also knew Mercer
before the. distinguished presiden-
tial entourage and caJled it '·one of when his father was still living.
said that Duke's time was the
the most auspicious" gigs he'd ze n it h i n jazz composition and it
ever done. Though Hinton only
played in Duke's orchestra once, he "will never be reached again. Times
thought he was the"greatest 1]10- change, I've changed." But he's.
tivating factor" in American Class- "happy to see Mercer continue in
ical music. (Duke Ellington seldom thc works of his great fathcr.
used the term '·jazz" to describe . "I'm sure," said Hinton... that
his and other composer's works. Mercer Ellington will give you thc
but preferred the term American greatest concert you've ever had
Classical to define the indigenous here."
The gallery, funded by Baruch
College Fund allocations, through,
cash resources which are non-
taxable; will feature one-man ex-
hibition shows and therefore will
be dictated by expense and an
available budget. The gallery will.
be directed by the same gallery
committee which oversees the 24th
Street project, and is comprised of
faculty members from several
departments. Katherine Crum, Ad-
junct Lecturer of Art, and the Art
Department's resident sculptor,
will be the new gallery director,
replacing Professor John Gillen.
Ms. Crum is "optimistic" about
the new changes, and envisions the
gallery as one which will have an
jrnpact on the student body. She
hopes the art exhibited will "rai~e
new issues for them and enhance
their learning." By "holding
classes on their own turf, and hav-
ing art in our own space, it (the art)
becomes 'our thing,' as opposed to
a museum's."
The Ticker
of political misconduct, awarded
Ellington the Medal of Freedom in
a .White House ceremony .
In I970,Duke Ellington was elect-
ed to the National Institute of Arts
and Letters.
Duke Ellington is remembered
fondly by musicians and music lov-
ers here and abroad. In Baruch's
Department of Music he is appre-
-ciated and remembered by Dr.
Anne Swartz an Adjunct Lecturer
in Music, and Milton Hinton, (reci-
pient of a Duke Ellington
Fello ip from Yale University,
no I s.)
S -artz says, "Ellington used his
orchestra and band as his work-
shop. ,He taught himself harmony
at the piano. He had a very unusual
mix of tone colors-he frequently
integrated the 'wa-wa ' sound of the,
trumpet with the sensual. smooth
saxophone sound. He was also gift-
ed in writing orchestral accompani-
ment to improvisation, as is found
in his composition 'Ko-Ko. ,"
She said, " he was the first to
concern himself with musicial form
in jazz.' He used complex ternary
forms, fragmentation, and the de'-
veloprnent of motifs, as in his work
performed at Carnegie Hall, 'Black,
Brown, and Beige,' in the '40·s.
Ellington had a terrific, creative
flair for orchestration. Combining
this expertise was most successful
with his talents as a band leader
and pianist."
Instructor Hinton. who now lives
in the same neighborhood where
Ellington resided after he stormed
New York. (St.Albans, Long Island),
money oriented. and its attempts at ,;,.,
culture "too mechanicaL·;
When asked to comment on the
new gallery, Mr. Seldin concurred-
with Richard. He too feels that
Baruch is "too single minded" in
its money-oriented goals for
students and that the college is lack-
ing in cultural events. Seldin says
that many Baruch students as
business majors "miss out on the
college experience," adding that
many other colleges already have
galleries of their own. He sees the
function of the gallery as one of
"sensitizing us to art and to each
other. The experience of being alive
is that of going within ourselves
and discovering what we are about.
Art helps us relate as human be-
ings."
Richard would like students to
comment in regard to the naming
of the gallery, proposed themes,
and ideas related to' the gallery. He
can be reached through the Ticker.
or Day Session Student Govern-
ment.
As to the name of the upcoming
gallery, although other names are
still being suggested, "Off Gramer-




Come February, 1984, what has
heretofore been known as the
Family Court Building, located on
22nd Street between Lexington and
Third Avenue, adjacent to the Stu-
dent Center, will become the new
home of Baruch's sole art gallery
for professional artists.
Previously, exhibits created by
professional artists and Baruch
students were displayed on a
rotating basis in the lobby of the
24th Street Building. However, the
last professional art exhibit in the
lobby will take place sometime in
November.
By giving the professional gallery
a new and, it is hoped, permanent
location, the practice of displaying
such works will become habit.
Many of Duke's pieces were
works his co-arranger Billy Stray-
horn' collaborated on; band mem-
bers often contributed to the song-
writing. By including these contri-
butions, Ellington personalized the
songs and adjusted them to fit the
individual strengths of soloists and
sections he had in mind.. , His
arrangements achieved a remarka-
ble blend of individual and ensem-
ble contributions. Interpretations
by others, "said McCarthy, "have
seldom been satisfactory."
Earlier works included orchestral
piano pieces whose styles were in-
fluenced by 1920's Harlem stylists.
(Later on in Duke's career, after
the 1950's, he became a piano solo-
is t.) A mong other innovations,
(including songs emphasizing a
central theme, often an aspect of
black American life), Ellington was
the first "jazz" composer to break
the 3-minute time limitation of the
78 rpm record ("Creole Rhapsody,"
I 93 I. and "Reminiscing in
Tempo," 1935).~
Aside from c~ating memorable
tunes like' 'Satin Doll," and' 'Take
the 'A' Train," Ellington received
accolades from his legion of
fans.{~ominatedfor the Pulitzer
Prize in 1964, Duke was awarded a
Doctor of Music degree from, Yale
University in 1967; honorary de-
grees from Morgan State and
Washington University also in
1967; and pr iz e s from New York
City politicians.
On the occasion of his 70th birth-
day, then President Richard Mil-
hous Nixon. before the allegations
financial banking via The Baruch
College Fund. When they were
unable to meet the application
deadline for the requesting of
funds, the, two decided that it
would be better to acquire funds
through Student Government.
Finally, as of last week, the money
came through in the form of a por-
tion of Student Activity fees.
Richard, an upper sophomore
Management major, and amateur
photographer, first thought of the
idea for the gallery when he saw a
Museum of Modern Art exhibition
during his freshman year which
greatly influenced him. The exhibi-
tion, which featured art works
from many different cultures, was
displayed-in tandem. Richard saw
that the diverse ethnic groups
represented were reflective of the
Baruch student.body. It was then
that he began to envision an art
gallery for student art works which
would stress those very same ethnic
backgrounds, and their respective
cultural aspects.
At the time Richard felt Baruch
was too' 'insular, " with the various
student ethnic groups "tending to
stick together. " He felt the




AkueUey (Iefl) and SeIdl.: Artsy!
When the Student Center's Alley
Lounge has its first student art
show (sometime late November or
early December), Richard Akuettey
will see his dream become a reality.
Akuettey, who is Advertising
Manager of the Ticker, and Chair-
man of Student Campus Affairs,
ran' for office last year with the ex-
press purpose of starting a student
art gallery. Once elected, he im-
mediately set out t~ realize his goal.
He first approached his English
teacher, Scott Seldin, a profes-
sional photographer and writer,
who also runs a small art business.
Seldin was very supportive of the
idea, and has since taken on the
role of faculty advisor for
Richard's venture.
Prof. Leonard Sussman, of the
Art Department, was then asked
for help with some of the more
technical aspects of the project.
Prof. Sussman has, been helping
Richard acquire the proper frames,
as well as the plexiglass, needed for
the protection of the works. These
materials will then become the pro-
perty of the Student Center.
It was Prof. Sussman who tried





composer, lives in the hearts of his
many admirers. The bandleader/
composer, whose career spanned
over a half century was, in the
words of critic Albert McCarthy,
"certainly America's most brilliant
jazz composer (and is considered)
one ofthe great composers of the
20th century, irrespective of 'cate-
goriest "
The tradition continues under the
direction of his bandleader-son.
Mercer Ellington, whose Duke Ell-
ington orchestra appeared at Ba-
ruch with the Maurice Hines dance
group Saturday, October 22. (The
concert was sponsored by the Ba-
ruch College Alumni Association.)
The orchestra is ··perhaps the lead-
ing exponent of the big band
sound." said McCarthy.
Duke Ellington formed a band in
1918. At the end of that year he
established his reputation as a
. bandleader and agent. He came to
New York from Washington, D.C.,
his birthplace, in 1923, and quickly
secured an important engagement
at Harlem's legendary Cotton Club.
Ellington continued to play the Cot-
ton Club until 1932 when he first
toured Europe. After World War II
his band toured Europe ., regular-
ly" and also played in the Far East.
South America, and Australia. Dur-
ing Ellington's peak period from
1939-1942. his band was, in Me-
























Mentioning that he had visited a
New York City jail, Jackson stun-
ned the audience by accusing them
of being responsible for the irn- I ~
prisonment of inmates.
.. When you didn't vote, they
didn't call you to sit on the jury.
They (inmates) were left to some-
times hostile juries to decide their
fate. By not voting. you left that
responsibility to others...
Jackson accomplished what he
set out to do. Students. who in the
past were not politically active.
stood UlJ to be counted. and wore
CUNY voter registration buttons to
prove it. Some are still wearing
them today.
Anne is then momentarily faced
with a decision - she must choose
between the two. Preferring to en-
dure Nicky's limited brain power
over Mike' s vanity. Ann gives her
"ex" the shove off. and the play
ends.
Scoff. Enriquez. and Schwert-
man are true to their characters.
Respectively. Nicky is poI-easant
enough. but not too endearing be-
cause of his backwardness. Ego-
tistical Mike inspired dislike, and
Ann.. an amalgam of Mike's intel-
lect and Nicky's sweetness, was
convincing as a soul torn between
two loves, each of which could only
partially satisfy.
Not bad for a statistics major. a




however. is suddenly rekindled
during the conversation. but they
are interrupted by Nicky. Ann's
simple. but "extremely nice,"·
fiance. played by Scoff.
., FreakfTtl'· starved." Nicky
leaves the two to buy a pretzel.




crty. " The photograph included
members of the Spanish Club.
which sponsored the trip. The
writer, Sonia Algarin. is president
of the Hispanic Society.
PERDON
train, but you have to register to
get on board." Jackson then called
for students eighteen and over to
"come down the center aisle and
be baptized." To register.
On October 6. when he arrived
at Hunter, the auditorium was
packed. His voice was almost
hoarse. and it became increasingly
difficult to understand his words.
The atmosphere this time seemed
cool. and charged with uneasiness.
Addressing the issue of free
tuition. he shouted: "You shouldn't
have to pay for college.. but you
. should pay your dues after. You
have an obligation to pay - each
one teach one, each one help one,






"Come down••• and be baptised."
On Thursday. October 13. a stat-
istics major. psychology major,
and computer science major stood
anxiously outside room 911 of the
23rd Street Building. They were
not waiting for a class to begin -
the clock read I :OO-and they cer-
tainl v weren ' t waiting for a long
overdue elevator. Their uneasiness
was that of excitement. not des-
peration.
"You've got one minute," said
the statistics major.
Inside the room, thirty or so fig-
ures were seated on folding chairs.
peering at the closed door. Occa-
sionally they glanced at the two
roknng chairs on stage.
The play was about to begin.
A Ferry Tale. written by Russell
Hodge and directed by Charles
Lobello. starred Beth Schwertman.
a psychology major. Richard Enri-
quez. a computers major. and
Barry Scoff. a statistics major.
Technically directed by Theresa
LoGu llo , and staged by Nilda
Baquedano, the play was only fif-
teen minutes long,
Ann. an E.F.Hutton employee,
played by Schwertman , and Mike,
a Baruch student. played by
Enriquez, wait to board the Staten
Island Ferry at the commencement
of the play.
Having recognized each other.
the pair begin to converse about
the changes in their lives since
they last met. Once involved in a
high school romance, the two part-
ed due. to Mike's "bloated' ego."
Their attraction for each other,
In the October I I issue of the
Ticker, wc inadvertently forgot to
include a photo caption with the
photograph used for the article en-
titled ••Aca ulco: Paradise in P9V-
The TIcker
assuming responsibility. •'You can
be mature at twelve, if you assume
responsibility.'" _
As he blasted Reagan, he began
to sound like a candidate for the
presidency.
• 'Three years later, there is
more unemployment. Three years
later, there is more poverty. Three
years later, the world is in more
danger. and three years later there
are more millionaires. You meas-
ure the society by how they treat
children' in the dawn of life; poor
folks in their midday strike; and
old folks in the sunset of life. We
measure greatness by how we feed
the hungry ... There are more
hungry people than ever before in
the history of the world. And it
takes 380 million dollars to store
food while people starve. Rather
than give to the poor. they give
back to the rich and sell again."
The crowd was on their feet.
They loved it. They loved him.
Jackson held out his hand' and
said:
"The political agenda is not
about a man running for office. it's
voting for PARITY. We need pow-
er. but more than power. we need
a VISIon.
Emphasizing the need for organ-
ization. he spoke of a "rainbow
coalition" to bring Americans to-
gether and back to work. "Our
time has come, join the Freedom
reminded students of the necessity
to find employment, despite salary
figures, and to work one's way up
the ladder, where salaries are as
lucrative as $20,000 to $40,000, and
above.
The' club's members, Vice
Presidents Steve Wexler and Joseph
LaPerna; Membership Chairman,
Ken Tannenbaum; and Director of
Hospitality, Maria Mondiello, were
actively involved' with the prepara-
tion of Marketing Madness, which
attracted about 125 students. Black
hopes the Marketing Department's
annual Spring Marketing Day
Career Conference will attract
larger n umbers.
the campaign reports by the end of
April.
Students involved in the project
receive a copy of the campaign.
. report, which can be of great help
when dealing with prospective em-
ployers. ,. If you can show working
hand-in-hand with other people to
an employer. you have a great
advantage in obtaining a job."
stressed Huttner,
In order to participate in the
case studv, a student must become
a member of the American Adver-
tising Federation. which is posible
through the Society. Members are
sent a copy of the AAF newsletter
every month.
Those interested in participating
should contact Carol Giunta. acc-
ount executive. in room 839 in the
360 building, or by calling 725-
3273.
. ,.
product. "computer majors are
needed because they know com-
puter language and the capabil-
ities of the computer." says Hutt-
ner·
Students have the opportunity to
work in several divisions of the
campaign. such as creative.
media. marketing research, and
promo- en. The campaign respon-
sibilities include: research; devel-
opm'ttTlt of a strategy plan; admin-
istration of each division; ~istrib)
ution of the budget; cre a tto n ot
new advertising; formulation of
the campaign report; and execut-
ion of the campaign.
Those selected as directors of
the campaign's various divisions
will have the opportunity to pre-
sent the campaign at the actual
competition. which takes place up-
state sometime in May. The
judges of the competition are sent
was packed. Suddenly an outcry of
"Run, Jesse, Run!" was heard,
and Jackson appeared with an en-
tourage of well-known political
figures and ministers. Those pres-
ent included: Assemblyman AI
Vann, chair of A Just New York;
Basil Patterson, former Secretary
of New York State; David Dinkins,
City Clerk; Assemblyman Roger
Greene, of the Fort Greene section
of Brooklyn; Reverend Herbert
Daughtery; and Reverend Ben
Chavis. Executive Director of the
University Student Senate Miguel
Garcia, and USS Chair Melvin
Lowe were also in attendance, in
addition to BMCC's chair of their
student government, Esther Mit-
chell. ,
Jackson was greeted with thun-
derous applause due to students
seated in the bleechers. stomping
their feet. To this Jackson respon-
ded, "We must translate this en-
thusiasm into emancipation." He
then went on to deliver his mess-
age.
,. Every generation has a chall-
enge to achieve greatness and to
serve the present age. Today. we
no longer have to explode in riots.
Todav, we no longer have to im-
plode with drugs. Today is the age'
of the ballot. Use the ballot for
free elections. not through bloody
revolution .::
He went on to speak of voting as
Professors Barak,' Belasco,
(faculty advisor to the club), Beren-
son, (Chair of the Department),
Coughlin, Pagan, and Parket , ad-
vised students as to the future of
the marketing field.
Professor Pagan noted interna-
tional marketing as a growing field
due to the development. of Third
World industries and increased
American trade. Professor Parket
encouraged students to enter in-
dustrial sales, as opposed to retail
sales, due to the expansion of high
technology. Though the starting
salaries in marketing are as low as
$10,000 to SI2,OOO, comparable to




When' they first heard rumors
that he was coming, students of
various New York City colleges
awaited~erendJesse Jackson's
arriva,~iwith eagerness and antici-
pation. Jackson, who to many per-
sonifies the movement towards in-
creased voter registration, appear-:
ed at New York Technical, Bronx
Community, Borough of Man-
hattan Community, and Hunter
Colleges to enlist newly registered
voters.
Students were on the scene
early in the morning on Wednes-
day, October 5, at Borough of
Manhattan Community College to
participate in the voter registration
drive. With fervor they prepared
for what would to them be an his-
torical event, and which, for
several college student leaders,
was the cause of upset since Jack-
son was not scheduled to appear at
many other CUNY schools.
As students proceeded to regist-
er the "unregistered." they were
confronted by the same excuses
heard freq uen t ly in the past: .. I
am not a citizen." (even though
some had lived in the United
States for ten years). or "I am not
interested or involved in politics."
Others simply needed a gentle
push.
. By noon, the gym of the college
By Patricia Valdes
The Advertising Society is now
preparing for the 1984 National
Student Advertising Competition.
The annual competition, sponsored
by the American Advertising.
Federation. requires the partici-
pation of students majoring in vari-
ous business and liberal arts fields.
"Just because we're called the
Ad Society doesn't mean we don't
include marketing. Every aspect of
marketing is involved whether it
be foreign trade or industriaL"
says Patrice Huttner. the club's
president. Students also majoring
in management. art, computers.
and statistics are encouraged to
participate in the competition.
This year's advertising case
study is Tandy Corporation/Radio
Shack Business Computer Users
Advertising. As a high technology
WRITE FOR THE TICKER
Room 307 in the Student Center...
725-7620/7622
Advertising Competi!ion
· "RUN, JESSE, RUN!"
Marketing Madness
~
"Marketing Madness," an event
sponsored by the Marketing club,
took place on October 6, in the
Globus Lounge.
The club sponsored the event to
recruit new members, encouragein-
creased numbers of marketing ma-
jors, and to inform students of
career opportunities in the field.
According to Vera Black, the
club'S' President, .the number of
marketing majors was considerably
lower last term than in previous
years. Marketing Madness gave
students the opportunity to "meet
informally with marketing pro-
fessors to ask questions about the
curriculum. "








"·At The Manhattan Womens
MedicalCenter"tli~--fiD~_..
~~rrllecological care is well within ~
your budget. ,-r~1 .
We offer a full range of services
including prenatal care and the
medical alternativeto an unplanned
pregnancy.
Your relaxed consultation with
Dr. Andre Nehorayoff- ourBoard
Certified Surgeon - is absolutely
free of charge along with a preg-.
nancy test and counseling.
Our private facility is superbly equipped assuring youofquali-
ty hospital care. t . .
Convenient evening& weekend appointment are available.
FOR FREE CONSULTAnON CALL (212)47~
The Manhattan Womens Medical Center
115 East 23rd St. (Bet. Park Ave. So. & Lex.)
New York, N.Y.






will be performing today Oct. 25 in
the Oak Lounge from 12:30-1:30.
Tom Weaver Baruch's own Bob Dylan
SPBCIAL OJ'J'ElI !'O
COLLEGE ftUDElUS ONLY'.
TICKETS ONLY $15 •
Just Show th1s ad d .
office and get thIs :~cra.~~~;~llegeID at the box
in adva)lce: first come f1 taunt. Buy your tickets
of seats avall~ble Good r~ served. L1.mited number
performances: N~v 3 4 o~ y for the fOllow1ng
Nov. 5. 12 Mats. at' 2 PM. N'8. 9. 10 11. 12 Evgs. at 8 PM;







Applications available at Student Center
SIGMA ALPHA ALPHA.
receptionist desk.
BL 13 of 360 pas,
or at the HELPLINE office (725-4177)
TUTORS also needed.
Tutoring service is provided by
SEMEN will be used for artificial
insemination for couples who cannot
have children due to male infertility.
All donor types are needed.
Donors will be fully screened and tested.
Accepted'Donors are PAID.




Hours by appointment on Tuesday; 12:30 - 3:30
FREE LEGAL AID IS ONCE AGAIN
A service of Day and Evening Session Governments
~.~- .i>:





and his part4.ers are arms dealers.
They sell second-rate weapons
to third world nations.
But they're not out
to stick it to anyone.
Come to Room 526 (26th Street)
or call 725-3031/for evening appointments
CHEVY CHASE
SIGOL'R.'IIEY WEAVER GREGORY HINES
A WlLLlAM FRJEDKIN FILM A STEVE TISCH-JON AVNET PIIDOtXTlON
IS ASSOCIATKlN WITH BUD YORKIN PROOUCTIONS
"[)FAL OF THE CENTI'RY" Muaic by ARTHt'R 8. Rl1UNSTEIS
E:w-cuti~Pr-od~nJON A\'NET. STE\'£ TISCH, PAI'L BRIC KMA."
ProdueH by Blro YORKIS Wriurn by ""r:L BRJCKMA.'\'
Dirrctrd by WlLUA.\f FRIEDKI1't
!G=I'-MHr~-II.=.....a=::::-.-mD:-:==EDeI • "".""'f" co......u,,:;.r;~()=:.= 0
~_,..., ....IIICJ".~-..~~ e . c~---~- _.....___
Come to Room 409 (22nd Street)
or call 725-3377/8 for day appointments
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as the sensitive and loving person that he
is instead of the lusty and vivacious singer
ZaZa. To be truthful. I prefer him that
way myself. --
The play attempts to show the deep
sensitivity and maternal love that is in all
men. When I say maternal. I mean mater-
nal. In both the movie and the play. wo-
men play a sortof negative role. Thcv arc
either blindly obedient or down.~ight
bitchy. There is even a touch of masculin-
ity in the female characterization.
Veteran Broadway. movie. and televis-
ion actor Gene Barry portrays the pro-
prietor of the infamous La Cage Aux Folies
as well a-s Albin's lover. Barrv doesn't
exactly glide through his role as he usuallv
~oes: pos~ibly because it is nard to imag-
me a man who played in Bat Masterson
and Burke's Law to be a nvt h i ng but
macho and suave. Barrv>, character.
Georges. seems more like; harassed hus-
band.
All the spice is in the lavish and audac-
ious "Les Cagelles" chorus. The play turn ...
bland because of the subtleties used to show
Georges' and Albin's relationship. Thev
seem more like a mixture o ! Hu r n-, and
Allen and Tom und Jerrv.
"rock" style repertoire. But lately. every
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. at
Tramp's, he's been singing the. blues.
The driver of this new band utilized all
three pieces of his drum set with his ability
to transform his talented energy into
rhythmical sounds. The pianist and
gui.arist also played important role-, in
erninating the band's soulful sound.
The four piece unit played two sets with
an intermission which included a comedian.
Each set had the audience intensely wat-
ching and just listening as if Buster and hi...
boys were in the background. Two of my
favorite songs were Somebody Buy Me a
Drink. and I'm JUSl A Bad Boy.
In Somebody Buy Me a Drink. Buster i,
pleading for someone to buy him a drink as
the music brings out the emotion of lackin '
the potion.
Buster carried the audience as he raised
the range in singing I'm JUSl A Bad Hoy.
Playing funky, but looking chic. Buster' ...
style was easily admired.
-I.(lui~ "Scoop" Ra.tl(Jn~
Rag Doll
Plays, Gays &' Strays
Rock's
La Cage Aux FoDes is a musical play of
homosexuality and transvestism, and, why
they set it to music is a mystery to me.
While the movie was done with excellent
taste and stunning character portrayals,
the musical seemed tovhave lost a lot in
the transition.
The play opens up with the chorus.
., Les Cagelles", a bold and colorful group
of transvestites. They sing a very fitting
song, We Are What We Are, and do a few
lively dance steps. lts after the chorus
that there is an awkward feeling. lrs like
watching a ballon deflate. or rather pop. it
seems obvious that the chorus is intended
to remind the audience that the play is
centered around homosexuals. Herc is
where it becomes awkward. With the two
main characters. Georges and Albin. you
tend to forget that they are homosexuals.
They seem more like a foreign version of
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis instead of
long-time lovers and it is because of this
that the play loses most of its flavor.
Seasoned actor George Hearn fairs very
well as the transvestite singer. Albin. of
the night-club La Cage Aux Folies. Most
of the women can relate to him. in his
feelings of being neglected and taken ad-
vantage of. Albin prefers to be accepted
The French have a word for it
La Cage: It drags
.TICKER ARTS NEEDS YOU!
Reviewers wanted, Student Center Room 307 "'"
725-7(;20
From drag to rag, Buster Poindexter, a
doll by an~ other name, would look as
sweet. Dressed in a black tuxedo, with a red
bowtie, this colorful singer of Glitter Rock
fame, sang the blues under the dull
pseudonym to an audience of about fifty ..
people at Tramp's on October 12. Flanked
by a drummer, a pianist, and an electric
guitarist, he seduced the audience by pro-
jecting his clear and powerful voice, while
calmly sitting on a stool.
Th singer was actually David Johansen,
who was an important influence to
underground music and the culture which
surrounded it during the early seventies.
Plavinz with the New York Dolls, including
Johnny Thunders and Jerry Nolan, they
became popular around the New York City
area, but didn't get too much notoriety
anywhere else. One of the problems in stay-
ing together as a group w-as the poor quality
of their albums. After a while they broke up
and pursued so]0 careers. Johansen has
been relatively successful, especially around
New York and tours playing his standard
The Ticker
(Rand Mitchell) Is chatting with ASSIstant
(Margaret Reed) until, hearing Director
(Daniel Wirth) approach. he makes a
hasty exit through a hole (fireplace") in
the parlour wall. Director enters. wearing
Muscovite attire: a toque. a coat. an auth-
oritarian manner. There stands a silent
man. bowed and robed upon a 'plinth'
toward left-center stage. Director snaps
orders at Assistant; they are arranging
Protagonist for a public display. Assistant,
in white labcoat, rearranges Protagonist's
hands: removes them from his pockets,
curls them in poses of humility. Director
insists upon more changes and Assistant
.either performs the operation or records
his wish with her pad and pencil (.. I make
a note ...... ). While Director is sporting
Russian attire. his voice is not accented
thus; he delivers his orders from an arm-
chair in a stern. exaggerated voice and
manner.. a - dare I say it - rather Amer. .
ican VOIce.
What Where is another puzzling piece.
more so than Impromptu due to the pass-
age of time and seasons. the inability to
personalize or distinguish characters
(Bam, Born, Bim, Bern. and Voice of Bam.
played by Warrilow, Herschel Garfein.
Mitchell. Wirth and Warrilow respect-
ively) and the frequency of interruptions.
The piece appears to 'be linked with Cata-
strophe. Tall men in robes and wigs stand
before an inquisitor who is trying to get a
confession from a prisoner. The interrog-
ation has been brutal ('he cried. wept')
but there has been no confession. We do
not see the interrogation or the prisoner.
but only hear the reports of his condition
on a darkened stage. "What must he con-
fess?" asks one. "That he said it to him."
, .Confess he said where to you." There
seems to be a distrust of even the inter-
rogators. yet no confession is given. The
prisoner faints. is revived, and faints
again. The dialogue is peculiar (' 'Good. It
is winter. Time passes. In the end winter
without journey... I appear. Reappear.")
The lights go on and off. There's little
optimism here. and less coherence: "That
is all. Make sense who mav. I switch off.'..
The stage demanded an image ...
The Beckett plays are an unusual ex-
perience and a fine introduction to absurd-
ist theatre. I recommend this production
- directed by Alan Achneider, with set-
tings and lights by Marc D. Malamud and
costumes by Carla Kramer - but must
caution the viewer from even attempting
interpretation. as Beckett's been stumping
the critics for years. .
-s-Carolyne A bernathy
Three by Beckett:
Absurd is the word
October 25, 1983
Samuel Beckett's three short plays now
running at the Harold Clurman Theatre
represent the American premiere of these
new works, two of which were written for
European festivals and one which is a
companion piece for the earlier A Piece of
Monologue. Ohio Impromptu, Catastrophe
(pronounced with a stress on the first svl-
lable and dropping the final syllable "e' ~ in
the Greek fashion). and What Where are
disparate plays. absurdist in dialogue and
technique and are significant in that the
two latter plays. particularly Catastrophe:
are political.
Ohio Impromptu heads the bill. This
short piece (they all run about 112 hour).--....rJ'
-'fe~ltures two actors, David Warrilow. the
seasoned Beckett interpreter, as Reader
and Rand Mitchell as Listener, The two
are seated at a Iarge table, at right angles.
and garbed in the stark black robes and
long, white wigs. When the light breaks
upon the scene the two have their hands
shielding their eyes (their attire renders
their gender indeterminate). As Reader
speaks, reciting from the' pages of a huge
black volume, his voices establishes both
gender and mood - the voice is deep.
sonorous and spooky... Little is left to tell.
... the sad story a last time told. No-
thing," he repeats. "is left to tell." His
lines are as though before him in the text.
He reads a story to the Listener. who
interrupts with knocks onto the table. At
each knock Reader repeats the preceding
lines, then continues the narrative. The
story line as best as I can follow is about a
visit in the deep night from a departed
friend or lover. The repetitions, the sol-
emn mood of the piece and an anticipation
of denouement all create an anxiety that
makes this piece .difficult to follow. (This
is often a major pitfall in absurdist liter-
ature.) Instead. one listens to the words
and grabs a few lines here and there: ,"So
sat on as though turned to stone. So
long a lapse as though never been." The
story is a puzzlement. Reader arrives at
the conclusion: "With never a word ex-
changed. they .grew to be as one." The
story is over. the two exchange looks
dramatic and shocking in their sameness.
The lights fade. '
Catastrophe is the one 'conve~naJ'
theatre piece of the evening. ThJ play is
dedicated to dissident Czech writ¢r Vaclav
Havel (whose plays can no longer -be per-
formed in his native Czechoslova ia) who
was imprisoned in 1979. Ca trop
first presented in a Frenc to
Havel. (Havel's best known work is The
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of the song left all in The Bottom line
wondering what Mr. Betts was thinking
about, while the rest of his band was
obviously having a good time. The band's.
new material is in the same Southern rock
tradition that all Southern rock fans have
become accustomed to. It cannot compare
to some of the material the Allman Bro-
thers originated during the "Duane
Allman" era, but 'nonetheless, 'it will satis-
"'fy most Sou thern rock tastes as well as
anyone who has a good ear for inspirat-
ional, contemporary Rhythm & Blues.
Jimmy Hall's vocals are of a different na-
ture than Gregg Allman's. Gregg would
have to be classified as a Blues vocalist
while Jimmy Hall is definitely a polished
rock n ' roll singer. His type of vocals seem
to complement Dickey Betts' style of music
somewhat better than Gregg Allman's.
Butch Truck's drumming abilities are well
known throughout rock circles. The man
• seems to get better with age. The same
has to be said for pianist Chuck Leavell. His
playing on "Jessica" reminded all who
the premier rock n ' roll pianist really is.
Danny Parks' fiddle playing is the one
who really gives the band its Southern
flavor, His harmony playing over Betts'
guitar work is what makes Dickey Betts'
band his best yet. Bassist David Goldflies
(bassist for the Allmans from '78 - '82)
shows his playing with drummer Butch
Trucks over the last five years has turned
him into the type of bassist any Allman
Brother "type" band might need.
,. B'ett s , Hall. Leavell.. and Trucks"
proved to all that there is an alternative to
the currerit "trends" of music. On this
night. their combination of "musician-
ship" and "style" let all Southern rock




It isn't the Allman Brothers, but Dickey :
Betts. Jimmy Hall, Chuck Leavall and
Butch Trucks bring us the same extra-
ordinary musicianship the Allman Bro-
thers brought us for so many years. Ac-
companied by David "Rook" Goldflies on
bass and Danny Parks on the fiddle and
guitar, "B.H.L.&T." (as the band likes to
call themselves) remind us that Southern
Rock n' Roll still has something to say in
this era of "new wave" music. Combining
some of the Wet Willie's best (Jimmy
Hall's former band) with several Allman
Brother classics (Jessica. Southbound and
Rambling Man) in addition to some inter-
esting new material, "B.H.L.&T." show
us that' their previous individual success
has not affected their present day abilities
to play inspirational, emotional Rock n '
Roll.
On this night. Dickey Betts played with
the same' 'reckless abandon" that he
featured during some of his memorable
-evenings with the Allman Brothers. It is
Mr. Betr ls history to have so m e "off"
nights to go along with his "good" nights.
Apparently, playing on the same stage
with Chuck LeavalI. (former Allman
pianist), Jimmy Hall (Wet Willie) and
Butch Trucks (original Allman Drummer)
in addition to playing in New York City.
inspired Mr. Betts to lead his band
through a memorable set. His playing on
Jessica and Southbound reminded a'l that
he is one of the most capable rock guitar-
ists around todav.
The only criticism I had towards Betts
on this 'night is my wondering why he
neglected to take a lead on the Wet Willie
classic Cadillac Traeks. This particular
song lacks the instrumental "flavor" that
Betts gave to the Allman Brothers during
their peak years. His neglecting to take
tae lead during the band' s 20-minute jam
JJAVING PROBLEMS?
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disappear into the night. Larger than life
figures are reeled off here which would
tip the n at ion a l deficit in some smaller
countries. Cocktail waiters are offered up
to five hundred dollars to spend the night
with older men, doormen are offered three
thousand dollar bribes to let somebody in,
and a twenty five thousand dollar a week
coke habit is described.
Higher than the price these disco Dons
and DoIlies pay for their clothes and their
drugs is .the price they pay when the
superficiality and loneliness of their life-
styles catch up to them. Thanksgiving
"lands like astink bomb." The answers to
the simple question ':Hi, How are you?"
include: "I'm stoned, I'm bored, I'm
wired, coked out, luded out, I'm very slee-
py, I haven't slept in so long."
As for the tricky subject of actually gett-
ing in (still interested?) several points are
raised. For one, most club doormen agree
that shoes are a real sign of money.
straight guys should pretend they're gay
("men in dresses always get in"). and a
limo doesn't help anymore because so
many tacky people started to hire them for
ten bucks just to take them around the
corner. Those of you who do choose to
wait it out on the often hopeless lines had
better have a thick skin.' Doormen have
been known to utter such lines as.
"You're all ugly. None of you are getting
m.
Other chapters in the book cover such
essentials as how to tell a transvestite
from an actual woman. how to dress
(' 'when in doubt. I wear black leather
pants"), an explanation of male homosex-
uality (Kinsey. disco version) and how to
behave in general if. praise the heavens.
you do get in.
Writing in a knowledgeable but amat-
eurish style. Ms. Winter does us all a
service. She allows us to vividly exper-
ience a phenomenon which remains both a
repellent reality and a delirious dream. all
without the hassle of dressing up and sitt-
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We recently received an interesting
little book in the mail titled She's OK
-Let Her In by Carolyn Winter (Vantage
Press) which finally (!) answers the quest-
ion many of us have givpn up asking: Can
I get into Studio 54?
WeIl, dear readers, you probably can't,
unless you are wearing a pair of thousand
dollar boots, a-fur coat, and are carrying a
gram or two of cocaine.
After reading Ms. Winter's nocturnal.
guide, we sensed for the most part, the
"in'" clubs of New York represent nothing
less than a replica of Hades, complete
with devils and demons (well dressed, of
course) lurking in each and every glittery
corner.
The most fascinating section of the book
includes interviews in which the habitues
of the disco scene spill their guts. Take
Ronald, who one night" had taken so
many drugs that I stumbled out of Studio
into my two-month old Cor:vette and crash-
ed into Macy's showcase, right into the
Norma Kamali mannequins. I was pulled
out of the car. by the drag queen who I
was with, as it burst into flames." But.
Iike most of these "serious party people".
Ronald was a real trooper - the accident
only stopped his partying for three weeks!
Spencer, on the other hand. tells Ms.
Winter. "So many times I'm so stoned
that the next day I have no 'idea what I did
or who I was with. How can you have a
really good time and not even remember
what you did?"
Fortunately. most do remember. and
their stories range from the absolutely in-
credible to the totally pathetic.
For most of these denizens of the even-
ing. financial support either comes from
well to do parents or rich lovers. Many
hold jobs in the clubs. but no matter how








Baruch students are Jooking to
make waves in intercollegiate
waters by forming a swim team
that is currently training for dub
and unofficial intercollegiate com-
netition-
The club is planning an intra-
mural competition for November
3rd during club hours. All students
are invited to compete. The first
intercollegiate meet is scheduled
for November 16. against Queens-
borough Community College.
Among those planning to compete
for Baruch are David Sullivan and
Elaine Morawek, each of whom
broke Baruch College records. Sul--.
livan broke the men' s 100 yard
freestyle record by swimming the
event in 56.5 seconds. The old
record of 56.9 seconds was held by
Joe Kennion. Morawek lapped up
the women's 100 yard freestyle rec-
ord of 1:21.63. 'held by vice-
president Kirsten Van Kapel, by
swimming it in a minute flat.
Tom Cracovia, Intramural Direc-
tor at 'Baruch. is at the helm of this
project and will try to make things
flow smoothly. Representatives of
the team include Romain Piss i,
president; Kirsten Van Kapel, vice-
president; David Sullivan, secre-
tary; and Nohora Martinez. treas-
urer. These representatives will try
to tread through the Baruch
:P-ureaucracy for a budget big
enough to form an official NCAA
Division three team for the Spring
semester.
Experienced swimmers interest-
ed in joining should go to room
610A. in the 23rd St. building.
Practices are from 4 p.rn. to 5 p.m..
Mondays. Wednesdays. and Thurs-





their scoring from; guard Willie
Corchado (17 pts.) and rebounding
from Warren Paige (8 pts.. 7 rebs.)
Late in the second half, Rocker's
Revenge trailed by as many as 40
pts. before being eliminated from
the tournament 75-30. The second
round begins October 27th. I.B.A.
action does not end until the last
day of classes.










Fly Slamma, unfortunately, had
no dunks, but manhandled the
Rocker's Revenge. Led by veteran
guard Andy Yarde's 22 points, Fly
led by 20· points at the end of the
first half. Their frontline of Roger
Miller (17 pts.,) Mike Houston (16
pts.,) and Bob Baker (11 pts.,) ac-
counted for 31 rebounds.
Rocker's Revenge got most of
..:"~;;~)~.
•
tie offense and missed shots. Chris
Austin finished with 9 rebounds
and Richard Ashby's jumpshot was
off the mark, as the Sanies bowed
in defeat, 34-25.
_ On October 13th, a huge crowd
of LB.A. fans were on hand to see
the team favored to 'win the I.B.A.
crown this year: Fly Slamma Jam-
rna.
By Joseph C. Fagan
Fly Slannna J811111la /rattles -Rocker's Revenge, 75-30
.As Intr-amur-al Basketball Ends First Round
Sports Schedule for Oct. 25 to Nov. 8:
Intramural Basketball
Date Teams
'It has been said that/if you crave
action and excitement during club
hours. go to the college gymnasium.
home of the Fall Intramural Basket-
ball Association Tournament. Octo-
ber 6th and October 13th were no
exceptions. The Gentlemen's Quin-
tet. an ensemble of security and
maintenance personnel, defeated
the V.C.L.A. Bruins in a fast-paced
game 47-45.
The Bruins, coached by varsity
baseball assistant coach John
Krochak, led by eight points in the
first half. With the aggressive play
of the game' s high scoring fresh-
man guard Antonio Parrish (28
pts.. ) and Herve Vixamar (10 pts.•>
the game was almost in the bag.
Late in the second half, Mike
Green (25 pts., 5 rebounds, 6
assists) spearheaded the G.Q.
comeback, with an assortment of
assists and free throws. Defensive
rebounding was dominated by
Davia Toone (4 pts .. 9 rebs .. ) and
Gary Brown (8 pts .. 7 rebs .. ) as the
Bruins forced shots down the
stretch. Free throws by Mike Green
gave G.Q. -the win.
In the second game, the I.B.A-.
Hawks, coached by Rich Nemard,
shot down the Sonies to advance to
the second round. For the Hawks.
freshman forward George Finley
(19 pts.. 8rebs.. ) hit the open jump-
shot and Marlon Pelleu (11 rebs .. )
played intensely. Veteran Talbert
Weeks and freshman Troy Hender-
son ran the Hawk's fast break.
The Sonics, led by Gus Pappa-
dimitriou s (R pts .. R rcbs .. ) had lit-
B:yMike Jordan and Chris Polly
The Baruch Bowling team
opened its 1983 season last Sunday.
taking 20 out of 30 points from
Cooper Union. Although last
year's team finished a strong third,
there is more confidence in this
year's team to reach first place.
Last year, Queens College and
Pace University were the only
teams to do better than Baruch.
Sunday. Oct. 9th, Mike Miller, a
member of last year's team, and
Pete D' Amico each won a point by
bowling 197 and 184 respectively.
Newcomer Chris Polly beat out his
man all 3 games for' a total of 3
points by shooting a 201, 181, and
202. Clark Harris, another veteran
. ,
won the 2 games he bowled with a
203 and an incredible 269. Also,
, Doug York won all 3 of his games.
York is- anchor bowler and
coach. He has been referred to as
an inspiration to the team.
However. this is Doug's last year
bowling since he is graduating. The
team may ask Doug to come back
next year to coach again.
The team will have a better
chance this year. From the results
of last Sunday's game, this might
be the best team since 1977 when


















Independents vs . All-W orld Crew
Hardwood Hotshots vs. Fly Slamma Jamma
Gentlemen's Quintet vs. The Not Ready for
Varsity Players
Hawks vs. Hoop Conne
.'
Soccer ~/
Date Opponent Site Time
Wed. Oct. 26 Manhattanville Away 3:30
Sat. Oct. 29 Staten Island Away 1:00





Wed. Oct. 26 New York Maritime
Sat. Oct. 29 CCNY
Mon. Oct. 31 King's College
Tue. Nov. 1 CUNY Championships
Sat. Nov. 5 Hudson Valley Championship
Mon. Nov. 7 USMMA
